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A chilling and intense first novel, the story of a solitary young woman drawn into an online world run
by a charismatic web guru who entices her into impersonating a glamorous but desperate woman.

When Leila discovers the Web site Red Pill, she feels she has finally found people who understand her. A
sheltered young woman raised by her mother, Leila has often struggled to connect with the girls at school;
but on Red Pill, a chat forum for ethical debate, Leila comes into her own, impressing the Web site's founder,
a brilliant and elusive man named Adrian. Leila is thrilled when Adrian asks to meet her, flattered when he
invites her to be part of "Project Tess." Tess is a woman Leila might never have met in real life. She is
beautiful, urbane, witty, and damaged. As they e-mail, chat, and Skype, Leila becomes enveloped in the
world of Tess, learning every single thing she can about this other woman—because soon, Leila will have to
become her. An ingeniously plotted novel of stolen identity, Kiss Me First is brilliantly frightening about the
lies we tell—to ourselves, to others, for good, and for ill.
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From reader reviews:

Barbie Brookins:

The book Kiss Me First make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your capable far more
increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big problem along with
your subject. If you can make examining a book Kiss Me First to get your habit, you can get a lot more
advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects. You may
know everything if you like open and read a reserve Kiss Me First. Kinds of book are several. It means that,
science book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this book?

James Roberts:

Do you one among people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
this kind of aren't like that. This Kiss Me First book is readable by simply you who hate those perfect word
style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving even
decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer connected with Kiss Me First content conveys
objective easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the information
but it just different such as it. So , do you even now thinking Kiss Me First is not loveable to be your top list
reading book?

Lupita Kirch:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider while those information which is from the former life are challenging to be find than now could be
taking seriously which one is suitable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you find the
unstable resource then you buy it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen in you if you take Kiss Me First as the daily resource information.

Christopher Evan:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its protect may doesn't work at
this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the
outside look likes. Maybe you answer is usually Kiss Me First why because the fantastic cover that make you
consider concerning the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is actually fantastic
as the outside or even cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.
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